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Abstract. CT scanning technology has been widely used in the 

observation of coal microstructures because of its advantages of non-

destructive and refined visualization. In this study, the post-processing 

methods (image processing, 3D reconstruction, numerical simulation, etc.) 

of CT scan images are introduced in detail, and the application of CT in the 

coal sector is systematically reviewed, mainly including: coal seam gas 

mining (coal structure, reservoir permeability etc.); mechanical properties 

of coal mass damage; coal seam water injection, coal mass 

permeability enhancement, coal washability, etc. The application of CT in 

various research fields has been relatively mature. The initial research is 

focused on the analysis of coal mass structure, and subsequently the fractal 

dimension is introduced and the in-depth study of coal mass seepage is 

involved. At the same time, CT scanning equipment is been constantly 

improving to be applied to a wider range of explorations. In the future, 

improved image processing or equipment can increase the research 

accuracy, and the field of coal structure and seepage under the multi-field 

coupling conditions such as pressure-temperature-seepage can be explored. 

 

 

1 Introduction 

As a porous medium, coal has interconnected and intricate internal pore and fissure 

structures, which makes it difficult to reveal the storage and migration mechanism of coal 

pore and fissure structures [1, 2]. The current research methods for the microstructure of 

coal mass can be summarized into two categories. One is the method of physical 

experiments, mainly including the mercury injection method and the low temperature 

nitrogen adsorption method, etc. [3, 4] Those two observation methods are similar in 

principle, and they are both used to analyze the characteristics of coal porosity and 

connectivity based on the mercury entry / nitrogen adsorption and mercury desorption / 

nitrogen desorption curves. The other category is the direct observation method, which 

mainly includes Computed Tomography (CT) [5], Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

[6], Focused Ion Beam (FIB) [7], Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) [8], etc. The most 
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significant advantage of those methods is visual observation of the microstructure of coal 

mass under non-destructive conditions. Among those methods, FIB and SEM are similar

and they can only be used to observe the surface of the object under observation while the 

observation methods of CT and NMR can achieve 3D observation of the microstructure of 

coal mass. In comparison, the observation scale of NMR is better than that of CT. However, 

CT can realize the quantitative description of coal microstructures and seepage 

characteristics through post-processing and 3D reconstruction technology with the help of

3D reconstruction software and simulation software. Furthermore, it has stronger data post-

processing capabilities. In this paper, a set of technical processes from CT scanning, 3D 

reconstruction to numerical simulation is introduced in detail, the application and 

development of this technical method in various fields of coal microstructure research is 

summarized, and the future research direction is proposed and suggested.

2 Post processing technology based on CT images

3D reconstruction technology 
The process of 3D CT reconstruction can be divided into four steps: image selection,

filtering algorithm, image segmentation, and 3D reconstruction. (1) Image selection refers 

to the selection of the area for study and analysis. Since the volume data acquired by a CT 

scan occupies a large amount of memory, it is not conducive to later analysis. Based on the 

self-similar characteristics of coal mass, a suitable size is selected for study at which the 

reconstructed model has similar properties to coal samples, and thus it is also called 

Representative Elementary Volume (REV). At present, it is generally believed that when 

the size of the research object is 200 × 200 × 200 pixel3, the structural parameters of the 

model remain basically unchanged with the increase of the model volume [9, 10]. (2) 

Because a large amount of system noise in the image will affect the accuracy of the 

reconstruction results, filtering is required. The commonly used filtering algorithms are 

Gaussian filtering, median filtering, and mean filtering. Since median filtering is better for 

processing salt and pepper noises, median filtering is currently used for noise reduction in 

most studies. (3) Image segmentation is the most important step in the 3D reconstruction 

process. The image segmentation technology is used to extract different structures (pores

and fissures, coal matrix, high-density mineral components, etc.) in images, and thus the 

quality of the image segmentation will directly affect the accuracy of reconstruction results.

Image segmentation methods can be divided into two categories. One is the threshold 

segmentation method, i.e., setting a gray value range according to the gray values of an 

image to extract the target object. The other is the area-based segmentation method, such as 

watershed algorithm. (4) 3D visualization of different structures can be realized by applying

the volume rendering module in the 3D reconstruction software to a series of 2D CT images 

after filtering and image segmentation. Fig.1 shows the 3D CT reconstruction process.
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Fig. 1. 3D CT reconstruction process based on AVIZO software

Fractal dimension of 3D pore and fissure structure model

Due to the fractal characteristics of the pore and fissure structure of coal mass, fractal 

dimension can be used to describe the complexity of the pore and fissure structure of coal 

mass quantitatively. At present, the 2D and 3D fractal dimension of a CT image is mostly 

calculated by using the box counting algorithm, whose principle is to divide the fractal 

body into uniform grids (the grid side length is ε), calculate the number of grids N required 

to cover the entire fractal body, and gradually refine the grids with the number of required 

grids recorded so as to calculate the fractal dimension.

                            

In the calculation process, the linear relationship between Log (N) and Log(1/ε) is usually

drawn through software (matlab, AVIZO, etc.), and the slope of the line is the fractal 

dimension.

Numerical simulation based on 3D reconstruction model

Here the realization process of seepage simulation by the 3D reconstruction software 

AVIZO and the seepage simulation software ANSYS-CFX is introduced as an example.

First, based on the model construction method in Section 2.1, the pore and fissure structure 

of coal mass is extracted, the model for the pore and fissure structure of coal mass is 

established, and the interconnected pore and fissure structure model is extracted with the 

isolated pores removed. Then, the interconnected pore and fissure structure model is 

meshed. Since AVIZO has the function of grid generation, the grid generation and grid

attribute setting can be achieved in the software. In addition, the structural model can be 

exported from AVIZO and meshed using other software such as ICEM. Next, the meshed 

model is imported into ANSYS-CFX, and the setting of boundary conditions is completed 
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in CFX, mainly including Inlet, Outlet, Wall, etc. The fluid attribute can be set to water or 

methane, and the inlet and outlet boundary conditions can be set to inlet pressure, outlet 

pressure or inlet speed, outlet pressure. The setting of specific values is based on the actual 

situation. Finally, the solving parameters such as the number of iteration steps and error 

precision are set, and the solving process is run. After solving, the CFX-Post in ANSYS can 

be used to extract the simulation results (including fluid velocity, pressure, mass flow and 

other parameters).

In addition to the above seepage simulation methods, the Lattice Boltzmann (LBM) method 

can also be used for simulation [11]. Moreover, a series of research can be realized by the 

combination of coal skeleton models and simulation software. For example, the Hypermesh 

software is used for dynamic seepage simulations in coal skeletons based on CT 

reconstructed coal skeleton models, and the discrete element analysis software FLAC3D is 

used to apply pressure to coal skeleton models to explore the evolution and mechanical 

characteristics of coal pore and fissure structure under different pressure conditions.

3 Application of CT scanning technology in coal sector

Coalbed methane mining (mechanism of gas storage and migration)

In order to reveal the mechanism of gas storage and migration in the microstructures of 

coal, based on CT 3D reconstruction technology, the microstructure of coal can be 

characterized qualitatively and quantitatively. The structural characteristics such as pore 

size distribution and connectivity are analyzed by development of equivalent pore and 

fissure network models [12]. For improving the scanning accuracy, synchrotron radiation 

nano-CT can be adopted to scan coal particles and reconstruct them three-dimensionally for

analysis of the pore and fissure structure of coal mass in nm scale [13]. Since gas contrast 

agents can easily penetrate narrow pore and fissure networks without surface tension 

problems, xenon and krypton are used to study gas adsorption in coal, and K-edge 

subtraction is adopted to achieve selective imaging of specific chemical elements to obtain 

more accurate porosity [14], Fig.2 shows the imaging structure of Xenon after diffusion.

Fig. 2. From left to right: Original image, xenon diffused image, and reconstructed image (xenon 

distribution is shown in red)

In subsequent research, the CT reconstructed model is combined with finite element 

seepage simulation software for the study of gas seepage characteristics in the 

microstructure of coal. The meshed model is imported into the simulation software, and the 

seepage simulation is performed in the three directions of X, Y, Z [15]. Then the absolute 

permeability in the three directions is calculated based on Darcy's law, and thus the 

anisotropy of coal mass is proved. It is also possible to construct pores of different shapes, 

different sizes and different positions on CT images artificially by applying the principle of 
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different gray values on CT images corresponding to different structures of coal, and study 

the influence of pore size, position and shape on gas seepage [16]. In order to solve the 

problem of low resolution of CT images, the subvoxel processing algorithm based on 

matlab is used to improve the resolution of coal pore and fissure structures, and the LBM 

algorithm is applied for the simulation of the permeability of coal [17]. Fractal dimension 

can be incorporated into the exploration of coal structures and seepage characteristics 

according to the fractal characteristics of the pore and fissure structure of coal mass, and the

qualitative and quantitative relationship between fractal dimension and porosity or 

permeability is established [18]. Moreover, CT is applied for scanning coal of different 

ranks and the fractal dimension is calculated with the box counting algorithm combined to 

study the structural characteristics of coal mass with different vitrinite contents. It is found 

that the average micro fissure length, width and volume decrease while the number 

increases as the coal rank increases [19]. Furthermore, the porosity shows a U-shaped trend 

[20]. Larger fractal dimensions of coal mass correspond to poorer gas permeability, which 

is not conducive to CBM exploitation.

Research of mechanical properties of coal damage

With the maturity and development of 3D CT reconstruction technology, its application in 

the study of coal mechanics and damage characteristics is becoming more and more 

extensive. The initial research process is as follows: first conduct compression experiments 

on coal mass; then observe the damage of coal mass by using CT equipment; finally 

observe the damage and fractal characteristics of coal mass under different confining 

pressures through 3D reconstruction [21]. Later CT equipment is improved and loading 

under uniaxial compression or triaxial confining pressure is achieved. The coal samples in 

the non-unloading state are scanned, and then loading is continued and the coal samples are 

scanned again [22]. For example, Zhong JC. et al. [23] studied structural damage evolution 

characteristics of coal under uniaxial compression by their self-developed uniaxial 

compression equipment in combination with CT scanning equipment. Zhou HW. et al. [24]

scanned the coal samples through the CT scanning equipment with uniaxial compression

and analyzed the porosity and permeability characteristics of the coal samples under 

uniaxial compression with the simplified fractal model for the fractured coal combined. Li 

YY. et al. [25] used the CT scanning system with triaxial compression equipment for their

CT scanning experiments on the anthracite under uniaxial and triaxial compression 

conditions, and describe the destructive evolution process quantitatively through parameters 

such as the gray value, fissure volume and CT porosity. 

In addition, numerical simulation can also be performed based on 3D CT reconstructed

model. Wang G. et al. [10] conducted uniaxial compression experiments on the coal 

skeleton by using hypermesh and LS-DYNA, and performed seepage simulations based on 

the compressed model to investigate the seepage characteristics of coal mass under 

different loading speeds. Zhong JC. et al. [23] developed a numerical computational model 

for distinguishing coal matrix and coal impurities in the FLAC3D software for the numerical 

simulation under uniaxial and triaxial loading conditions.

4 Coal seam water injection, permeability enhancement, and 
coal washability, etc.
Coal seam water injection is an effective measure to prevent bursts and dust. Water 

injection seepage in coal microstructures can be simulated based on the reconstructed

model of coal mass, and the coal skeleton structure can be reconstructed three-

dimensionally by the reconstruction software based on matlab. The mesh generation and

boundary condition setting can be performed in Hypermesh, and the ALE algorithm can be 
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used for solution. In this way the dynamic seepage simulation can be realized based on the 

coal skeleton. Furthermore, in order to realize the water injection seepage simulation in 

high temperature environment, AVIZO can be used to construct the coal pore and fissure 

structure model and the coal skeleton structure model, respectively. The thermal boundary 

conditions can be set in ANSYS-CFX to study the fluid-solid coupling heat transfer in coal 

mass [26, 27].

Low permeability of coal is the key reason for restricting coal seam water injection 

and coalbed methane exploitation. However, the permeability of coal after high and low 

temperature impact can be greatly improved. The cold and hot impact tests are carried out 

on coal mass through high and low temperature experimental systems before CT scanning 

experiments. Then the coal pore and fissure structure model is established through the 

VGStudio MAX image analysis software [28], as shown in Fig.3. The evolution 

characteristics of the pore and fissure structure of coal mass is analyzed quantitatively. On

this basis, different confining pressures are applied to coal mass after temperature impact.

The seepage of coal under different confining pressures after temperature impact can be 

analyzed with the gas permeability experimental device combined [29]. Supercritical CO2

fracturing has a similar effect to hydraulic fracturing. The specimens are scanned by CT 

before and after coal impact [30], and the structure before and after impact is reconstructed 

to build an equivalent pore and fissure network model for the study of the change in 

structural parameters such as porosity, interconnected pore volume, and number of pore 

throats after fracturing [31]. Due to the deep mining of coal, there is an increasing need for 

safe and efficient coal mining methods and water jet coal breaking technology is more

widely studied. CT scanning technology can be used to reconstruct the structure of coal 

mass after the impact of the water jet. It is found that the kinetic energy of the water jet is 

gradually consumed in the vertical direction and that both the damage range and the 

damage degree decrease with the increase of the standard depth [32].

(a) Before temperature shock               (b) After temperature shock
Fig. 3. Change in coal structure under high and low temperature impact

In addition, some research is focused on the prediction of coal washability by CT scanning 

technology [33]. The coal after drop tests is scanned repeatedly by CT, and the 3D 
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watershed algorithm and segmentation algorithm are used to monitor the size and 

distribution of coal fragments and calculate the density of each fragment in order to obtain 

coal washability. The results are consistent with the test results of Float and Sink (FaS).

5 Research prospect
Currently, CT scanning technology has been widely applied and popularized in the study of 

the micro pore and fissure structures and seepage characteristics of coal. In current 

research, 3D reconstruction software and numerical simulation methods are mainly adopted

to apply CT to various coal research fields. The processing and utilization of CT 

reconstructed models are relatively mature. Furthermore, the CT scanning system with

uniaxial compression and triaxial compression has emerged to realize CT scanning in 

complex environments.

In future research, the focus can be the improvement of CT accuracy and the improvement 

of CT equipment. Because the scale of CT observation is currently concentrated on the μm

scale and it is limited by the sample size, the improvement of CT accuracy through image 

processing is an important research direction. The improvement of CT equipment is another 

important direction. The improved CT equipment for real-time scanning and dynamic 

observation of the evolution of coal structures in complex environments needs to be 

developed. For example, it can be used for dynamic observation under temperature 

conditions or even temperature-pressure-seepage coupling conditions, which are more in 

line with the coal storage environment with a high burial depth. While experiments are 

conducted, numerical simulations can be performed with CT reconstructed models to verify 

the results from experiments. However, as a research method of observation, CT scanning 

technology also has its own defects and it is not applicable to all research. At present, many 

researchers combine CT with other observation methods (ATR-FTIR, FIB-SEM, etc.) [35–
37] to achieve a more comprehensive study. Therefore, some other observation methods

may be used reasonably, not just limited to CT observation methods.
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